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Across

1. verb-to pursue with harassing or 

oppressive treatment, especially because of 

religious or political beliefs, ethnic or racial 

origin, gender identity, or sexual orientation. 

The Jews were being ________ for their 

ethnicity.

2. (ADJECTIVE)-not pertinent to a particular 

matter; irrelevant. His __________ questions 

were always way off topic from the class 

discussion

5. adjective-characterized by stealth; sly 

and secretive. The ______ furtive was even 

more sly than a fox.

8. (adjective) – not willing to change an 

opinion or decision; very determined. The 

_________ little boy was always right in his 

own mind, even when he was wrong.

11. noun-the quality of being believable or 

worthy of trust. Wikipedia does not have any 

credibility, because we have no idea who 

wrote it.

12. noun-widely known. Trump has great 

_______, he is one of the richest men in the 

world, and is running for president.

14. verb-to commit theft; steal. In the play 

Oliver all the boys are taught to _______ or 

pickpocket.

15. adjective-produced by a distortion or 

lopsidedness of the facial features. His ______ 

smile was like that because of an accident he 

was in.

Down

3. adjective-arousing moral distaste or 

contempt. The _______ dead body on the floor 

made the killer morally sick to his stomach.

4. adjective-characterized by great caution, 

secrecy, etc; furtive. In order to pickpicket 

you have to be very _______.

6. adjective-in a wild state, especially after 

escape from captivity or domestication. The 

_______ bear has just escaped the zoo and is 

causing havoc in the town.

7. adjective-shortened and detached when 

played or sung. When all of the ______ songs 

are combined, the make a really cool song 

that sums up good music.

9. noun-a gear with a small number of 

teeth, especially one engaging with a rack or 

larger gear. Because the _______ in the clock 

was broken the minute hand would not move.

10. adjective-oxlike; cowlike. The bison is a 

_______ animal, based on how it acts.

13. noun-a person who is put to death or 

endures great suffering on behalf of any 

belief, principle, or cause. In the Bible 

Stephen is known as the first _______.


